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Introducing SAFEQ Cloud; Embrace a cloud-managed print 
infrastructure that streamlines your print environment, 
supercharges security, and simplifies printing. Organizations 
of all sizes can draw from numerous advantages of the 
agility and innovation of this cloud technology.
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YSOFT SAFEQ CLOUD ELIMINATES THE COMPLEXITY 

SAFEQ Cloud takes the pressure off IT – by 
removing the reliance on print servers, enabling 
central management, and by virtually eliminating 
common IT helpdesk pain points, and making 
office print a breeze for everyone printing.

Quickly and seamlessly move your print infrastructure 
to the Cloud with an architecture setup that facilitates 
your needs wherever you are in your Cloud journey

Make your IT infrastructure secure and resilient to 
withstand vulnerabilities and uncertain times

Provide flexibility to your users by enabling them to 
easily print from any device at any location, to any 
printer, in a matter of seconds – without needing IT 
support

Liberate your IT team from print management, so they 
can focus on your core business
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Stay on top of upgrades

Enhance your IT team experience  
with a full-featured print driver

Control costs and easily scale  
with our subscription-based model

Reduce your cost  
with serverless printing

Enjoy Cloud printing, your way

REAP THE BENEFITS OF  
YSOFT SAFEQ CLOUD – YOUR WAY
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10 Supercharge your security  
and protect your data

Personalise your experience  
with our multi-tenant platform

Automate IT work

 Improve productivity  
with location-aware printing

Hassle-free printing for users

REAP THE BENEFITS OF  
YSOFT SAFEQ CLOUD – YOUR WAY
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Enjoy Cloud printing, your way

SAFEQ Cloud can be hosted anywhere. Choose from the public 
cloud, private cloud or a combination of both (hybrid). SAFEQ 
Cloud can be configured to meet your current business model 
and be scaled to adapt to your future cloud aspiration and growth 
strategies.

1 Reduce your cost with serverless 
printing

Reduce the cost and complexity associated with a traditional print 
environment. SAFEQ Cloud lessens the burden on IT, removes 
the reliance on print servers, enables central management, and 
virtually eliminates common IT helpdesk pain points.
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Control costs and scale with 
subscription-based model

With SAFEQ Cloud, there is no upfront investment. Our 
subscription-based model gives you the flexibility you need to 
scale your consumption up and down according to business 
needs. Simply pay for the licenses you need.

3
Personalise your experience with 
our multi-tenant platform

SAFEQ Cloud can be hosted anywhere. Choose from the public 
cloud, on-premises private cloud or a combination of both (hybrid). 
SAFEQ Cloud can be configured to meet your current business 
model and be scaled to adapt to your future cloud aspiration and 
growth strategies.
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Enhance your it team experience 
with a full-featured print driver

SAFEQ Cloud’s powerful full featured single driver simplifies print 
management. With SAFEQ Cloud, we offer a single print driver that 
includes full finishing options for all major manufacturers. You can 
choose the printers that work best for your needs and not have 
to be worried about being constrained now or in the future.

5 Stay on top of upgrades

SAFEQ Cloud is a cloud-based infrastructure non-reliant on 
servers, enabling ongoing optimize print fleet, by delivering 
services as close as possible to end-users and eliminating the 
cost and complexity of manually monitoring, managing, and 
updating dedicated print servers. 

Migrating print to the cloud makes managing updates much 
sleeker and faster. During changes to the platform, for instance 
when changing the properties of a printer, end-users’ PC client 
automatically retrieves the updates from the cloud – rather than 
needing to push updates with group policies.
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Hassle-free printing for users

Users (and guests) can easily print from any device to any 
location, in a matter of seconds. Pull printing allows them to 
submit print jobs from their laptop, mobile, or tablet. These print 
jobs are held in a secure queue until the user authenticates at 
any device, using security measures (PIN code, swipe card, or QR 
code) to release the documents for print. This minimizes the risk 
of confidential data falling into the wrong hands or non-vital print 
jobs getting printed.

SAFEQ Cloud delivers one global print queue that connects every 
printer, every user, and every office across your organization, 
enabling seamless printing without IT intervention.

7
Improve productivity with 
location-aware printing

A simple but game-changing enhancement to direct printing 
is location-aware printing. Users have access to printers 
without having to install devices or drivers. Available printers 
are automatically shown and those no longer available are 
automatically removed. This allows users to print immediately, 
wherever they are, without having to call IT for support.
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Automate IT work

Enjoy hassle-free printing, with immediate end-user fulfilment and 
device provisioning. SAFEQ Cloud makes it easy to deploy and 
control the entire print infrastructure from a single web-based 
interface.

We support all operating systems available to users: Apple, Google 
or Microsoft, while ensuring a consistent end-user experience. 
Once you’ve switched users over to cloud print, they can submit 
jobs in the same way they always have i.e., click print or hit ctrl/
command+P.

9
Supercharge your security 
and protect your data

SAFEQ Cloud is designed for Zero Trust requirements. Protect 
your data with features including end-to-end server-to-hardware 
encryption, user authentication, auditing functionality, and 
integration with cloud-based authentication providers like Okta, 
Azure AD, and Google. SAFEQ Cloud provides the strongest 
available security between endpoints.
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YSOFT SAFEQ CLOUD 
KEY FEATURES

Location-aware 
printing

Infrastructure

Multi-tenant 
technology

Authentication 
method

Print 
Management

Driver 
Management

Mobile Device 
Management

Embedded 
clients

Authentication 
providers
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Infrastructure

Serverless Print environment
Hybrid Cloud technology under a single management platform:
• Cloud hosted
• On-premise private Cloud

Multi-tenant technology

AvailableDriver management

Full-featured single driver including all finishing options such as 
duplex, booklets, stape, punch, etc., to manage multi-brand fleet

Embedded clients

Authentication and secure print at MFP

Mobile device management

Securely monitor and manager mobile devices
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Print Management

Essential print management capabilities:
• Reporting
• Print Roaming
• Mobile Print
• Rule Based Engine

Location-aware printing

Available

Authentication method

Username+Password
Card
PIN/User ID
Self-Registration

Authentication providers

Support on-premise IAM: Active Directory, LDAP
Support Cloud IAM: Auth0, AzureAD, Google workspace, Okta, Ping
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With a market-leading product portfolio, advanced 
security, and a fierce commitment to innovate, we 
bring next-level office solutions that are cheaper 
than mental healthcare for IT Teams everywhere.

Y Soft is a global organization that develops 
intelligent next-gen office solutions for 
enterprises, SMBs, and education. Founded in 
2000, the company is headquartered in Brno, 
Czech Republic, with offices in NALA, EMEA and 
APAC regions.

By simplifying and automating everyday work, 
Y Soft clears the path for businesses and 
employees to focus on what matters

For more information, please visit www.ysoft.com.

Y SOFT HELPS BUSINESSES  
& THEIR PEOPLE BUILD
BETTER WAYS OF WORKING
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